Don’t gamble on your training success

Make your next event a sure thing with PLUS

Plus

preparation + practice + evaluation

OK, but what is PLUS? It’s a tightly integrated set of tools to help you prepare your
team for your training event, provide fun and competitive activities during the
event, and offer effective follow-up after the event.
Before the Event – Use QuickStudy to bring everyone up to speed on the
focus of your event. Then, improve performance using iReflect, a web-based
system for role-play practice and manager coaching.

+

During the Event – Use RPC to assess your team’s performance and the
effectiveness of your pre-work training. Compete for bragging rights with
TimeTrial while monitoring the action via Scoreboard.

+

After the Event – Deliver follow-up training via iReflect. Check the
performance of individuals and groups, identify areas needing reinforcement
using ResultsPLUS.

= a better training event
www.skyemm.com/plus

908-429-0099

Plus
We believe a training approach incorporating comprehensive pre-work, competition
and targeted follow-up is essential to a successful training event. PLUS delivers this
at a great value. So, why take a chance? Give yourself a big edge with PLUS from
Skye Multimedia.
The key components of PLUS are:

Quick

Study

QuickStudy: Combine your content, images, video clips and voice over into a
full-fledged eLearning course ideal for pre-work ahead of your event.
iReflect: A unique web based role-play system that provides individualized practice,
self-assessment and management coaching. The result is true skill development –
effectively translating knowledge into behavior.

Role-play

Certification

TimeTrial
S CORE B OARD

Results
Plus

Role-play Certification (RPC): Gauge your team’s performance in simulated sales
situations. It allows multiple assessors to score team members role-play performance
using objective criteria.
TimeTrial: A training event quiz activity that provides reinforcement of material, fun
gameplay and healthy competition. TimeTrial bundles learning reinforcement with
time-based challenges to provide a fast-paced, fun activity for your event. TimeTrial uses
standalone kiosks, which can be grouped together to provide an arcade-like atmosphere,
or it can be delivered on-line to individual laptops.
Scoreboard: A customizable leaderboard that displays consolidated results from all
PLUS activities in real-time. Scoreboard can be displayed on a dedicated monitor, or as a
screensaver on TimeTrial kiosks. And results can be individual, or grouped by sales
regions or teams.
ResultsPLUS: View comprehensive results of both individual and team performances
compiled from PLUS components. This information is immensely valuable when
assessing individual and team performance, and also allows you to identify need areas
for future training initiatives.

For almost 20 years, Skye Multimedia has produced dazzling, effective corporate
communication with a focus on eLearning. Learn more about Skye and our services
by visiting our website at www.skyemm.com or call us at 908-429-0099.
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